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Two Foundation Deposits in a Domestic Context at  
Tell El-Ghaba, A First Millennium Settlement  

in the Eastern Delta, Egypt

Eduardo CrivElli, Claudia KohEn, and Silvia lupo

Abstract

Two foundation deposits were discovered at a private construction at Tell el-Ghaba, a first millen-
nium settlement located in what was once the Eastern Delta. The creation of these deposits seems to 
have been a rather uncommon practice in domestic contexts. In this paper, the contents of the deposits 
are described, and comparisons are made. The presence of Egyptian and imported pottery and hints of 
a weaving practice that had already developed in the Southern Levant suggest the presence of foreign 
people or, at least, a foreign influence at this site.

Introduction

Tell el-Ghaba is an archaeological site in northern Sinai, Egypt. Situated at 30° 57′ North and 32° 25′ 
East, this site is located on the eastern Nile Delta near the Pelusiac branch. 1 When this arm of the river 
ceased to flow sometime after 25 a.d., 2 the area became a part of the Sinai desert. A revised chronology 
of the site, based on pottery typology, dates the occupational levels of Tell el-Ghaba to the Third Inter-
mediate Period and its final destruction layer to the late Twenty Fifth—early Twenty Sixth Dynasties. 3

The construction of  the Al-Salam canal system posed a risk to the archaeological sites in northern 
Sinai, thereby motivating the launch of  the “Archaeological Salvage Project of  the Monuments in 
North Sinai” under UNESCO patronage. The Ministry of  State for Antiquities of  Egypt assigned the 
investigation of Tell el-Ghaba to the Argentine Archaeological Mission, which operated from 1995 to 
2002 under the direction of Perla Fuscaldo. The second part of  the project, headed by Silvia Lupo, is 
currently underway.

The Stratigraphic Sequence of Area I

In Area I (fig. 1), which is located in the southeastern part of  the site, a sterile gley underlies 
the cultural stratigraphy. This sediment is similar to that found in the bed of  the sebja 4 known 

1 This study was conducted within the context of  the PICT 2007 No. 1526 Project funded by the National Fund for Scientific 
and Technological Research (FONCYT-ANPCYT), Buenos Aires, Argentina.

2 Jean-Daniel Stanley, Maria Pia Bernasconi and Thomas F. Jorstad, “Pelusium, an Ancient Port Fortress on Egypt’s Nile Delta 
coast: Its Evolving Environmental Setting from Foundation to Demise,” Journal of Coastal Research 24.2 (2008), 454.

3 The site was originally dated to the early Saite period (Perla Fuscaldo, ed., Tell el-Ghaba I. A Saite Settlement in North Sinai, 
Egypt (Argentine Archaeological Mission 1995–2004), The Catalogue, vol. 1 [Buenos Aires, 2005], 8–9 and 31). A revised study of its 
ceramic repertoire dates back the occupational levels to the Third Intermediate Period.

4 A sebja is a closed, flat, salty depression, devoid of  vegetation and seasonally filled by brackish water. See Roger Coque, 
Geomorfología (Madrid, 1984), 231–34.
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as the Eastern Lagoon. The earliest archaeological remains were found in overlying sandy clay 
L[ocus]0375. Many crisscrossing ditches were dug in this fill in antiquity. Although they follow dif-
ferent directions, several of  these remains meet roughly at right angles, strongly suggesting that 
they are the foundation trenches of  flimsy structures or robber’s trenches dug in order to remove 
solid walls. A second reason for this interpretation is that Building A and Building B, which were 
erected in succession at a later date, exhibit the same alignment as some of  these ditches (i.e., 
WNW-ESE and/or NNE-SSW). 5

Regarding the function of  the postulated structures in L0375, the abundance of  fish remains in 
the fill of  the ditches (unified as L0371) strongly indicates that they were fishermen’s huts and not 
dens. Several hearths were also found (L0370, L0372; L0373; L0376). Immediately west of  hearth 
L0370, a lens formed by a matrix of  fish bones was discovered. The lens is 54 × 30 cm in diameter. 
A pavement formed with pottery sherds (L0366) suggests that the soil was boggy at the time. On the 
whole, the evidence points to the beginning of  a more-or-less regular occupation of  this part of  the 
site.

The levels with the crisscrossing trenches were covered by sand L0266, which also filled several of 
them. L0266 was, in its turn, cut by two major features, Building A and Structure G (fig. 2). These 
structures must be considered archaeologically contemporary; careful observation did not indicate 
any stratigraphic difference between them. However, whereas Building A was destroyed by fire, there 
is no indication of  burning in Structure G, even though it was most likely constructed with light, 
organic materials. This observation suggests the existence of  a certain temporal décalage between the 
two structures.

Building A

Building A, which was excavated almost completely, had a notably light structure and was thoroughly 
burnt when it was found: alternating oxidization and carbonization affected the fill of  the foundation 
trenches and the floor. The building was rectangular in shape with its longer axis running WNW-ESE 
as was also the case with several other structures in Tell el-Ghaba, including several of  the aforemen-
tioned foundation trenches and Building B. This consistency suggests that long-lasting space regula-
tions existed.

In Building A, no floor preparation was noted. Building A contained at least two rooms (A-1 
and A-2) (fig. 2). Burn marks identified in the northernmost foundation trench of  Room A-2 sug-
gest that the walls consisted of  upright reeds or rushes. This room had an entrance on the south 
side as indicated by a limestone door socket and corresponding stop. Two rough blocks, also of 
limestone, were sunk into the floor. They are likely to have been piers for supporting wooden 
posts, which, in turn, indicates that the room was roofed. These stone supports would have pre-
vented the bases of  the posts from rotting and indicate that Building A, if  insubstantial, was 
intended to last.

In Room A-1, the small cooking pit L0037 contained charcoal, a few bone fragments, some sherds 
and (resting on the bottom) two mussel shells. Two simple hearths were found in the excavated 
part of  Building A: L0290 and L0316. They were placed directly on the floor. An L-shaped arch 
of  clayey sediment, muna, which formed the southeastern border of  L0316, may have supported 
cooking pots.

5 Eduardo A. Crivelli Montero, Claudia Kohen, and Adriana Chauvin, “Tell El-Ghaba, Sinaí Norte, Egipto: el asentamiento y 
la economía,” Arqueología histórica argentina. Actas de 1er Congreso Nacional de Arqueología Histórica, Mendoza, 2000 (Buenos Aires, 
2002), 833–41.
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Foundation trenches and the possible foundation deposits of Building A

As previously stated, the first construction phase involved the digging of  the foundation 
trenches into sand L0266 (fig. 2). Two of  these trenches (L0101 and L0102) were doubled, per-
haps to form a low ridge in which to insert the reeds or rushes that formed the walls (see below). 
Several objects were left in the southernmost trench (L0353) of  Room A-2 when it was refilled: 
a sharpening stone, a bottle, a juglet, a jar, seventeen doughnut-shaped objects of  baked and 

Fig. 1. Tell el-Ghaba in North Sinai: elevation map.
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unbaked clay (likely loom weights), slag, a fragment of  a bronze object, and a faience bead (see 
below) (fig. 3). Most of  these items were quite evenly spaced and did not form a dump, which 
 suggests that they were disposed of  with a certain care as was typical of  foundation deposits. 
These objects were collected as L0356.

Resting on the fill of  the north foundation trench (where the burning was not so intense) a nearly 
complete jar was found (fig. 4). This is a rare discovery; pottery is usually found as sherds at most 
settlement sites, including Tell el-Ghaba. The jar was painted, featured two swastikas, and contained 
a rectangular pierced pendant made of an unidentified black stone (fig. 5). The pendant had a hiero-
glyphic inscription carved on both faces (see below). The perforation was successfully made along the 
longer axis.

Considering the position of  the jar, its degree of  integrity and the inscribed pierced pendant, this 
context seems to have been a foundation deposit; it would have been placed after the L0356 materials, 
given that it rested on the refilled foundation trench and not inside it.

Before moving on to consider the trench contents and to discuss the findings, we should note those 
of  Area II where a ditch (L1411) of  only 20 cm in width was partially exposed. The ditch contained 
three loom weights, and its fill (L1408) was burned as in the case of  Building A (fig. 6). This context 

Fig. 2. Building A and Structure G.
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was preliminarily identified as Structure M, but could be excavated only within a very limited area be-
cause most of  it is covered by Building L (which was not removed).

Only a few additional loom weights were found in Tell el-Ghaba in other contexts. This dearth of 
weights is not surprising because these objects were probably disposed of as a group. Therefore, they 
would not have been widespread throughout the site.

Fig. 3. Southern trench: view from the West.
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Southern foundation trench contents
Among the ceramic materials from this deposit were a red-slipped, bag-shaped juglet 6 and the rim of 

a painted Bichrome jar (fig. 7a and 7b), 7 both in Nile clay, and a bag-shaped bottle 8 in Marl F 9 with an 

6 Inv. No. P1110, L0356. Nile E2, Nd: 3.80 cm; Md: 8.00 cm; Wd: 0.55 cm; H1: 9.80 + × cm; H2: 4.00 cm; Hd: ca. 1.40 × 1.00 cm. 
Surface color: 10R 5/6 red slip. Break: 5YR 5/4 reddish brown (Fuscaldo, ed., Tell el-Ghaba I, 54, 77, fig. 11:1, no. 1).

7 Inv. No. P1201, L0356. Nile B2, Rd: 12.00 cm; Wd: 0.45 cm; H1: 2.50 + × cm. Surface color: 10YR 8/3 very pale brown; 5YR 
7/4 pink slip. Break: 2.5YR 5/6 red. Technical details: throwing lines inside. Decoration: four horizontally painted bands, 4 mm 
wide, black-red-black (2.5YR 4/1 dark reddish grey and 10R 4/6 red) (Fuscaldo, ed., Tell el-Ghaba I, 54, 77, fig. 11:1, no. 3). On 
Egyptian painted wares at Tell el-Ghaba, see idem, “The Egyptian Painted Wares from Tell el-Ghaba, North Sinai (Early 26th 
Dynasty),” in Ernst Czerny, Irmgard Hein, Hermann Hunger, Dagmar Melman and Angela Schwab, eds., Timelines. Studies in 
Honour of Manfred Bietak, vol. 2 (Leuven, 2006), 111–17.

8 Inv. No. P1092, L0356. Rd: 4.00–4.60 cm; Md: 6.80 cm; Wd: 0.60 cm; H1: 11.80 cm; H2: 3.80 cm; H3: 3.00 cm. Surface color: 
10YR 7/4 very pale brown slip. Break: 7.5YR 5/2 brown. Surface treatment: polished, low lustre, Fuscaldo, ed., Tell el-Ghaba I, 
54, 77, fig. 11:1, no. 2.

9 Marl F is not included in the Vienna System, Manfred Bietak, Tell el-Dab’a V. Ein Friedhofsbezirk der Mittleren Bronzezeitkultur 
mit Totentempel und Siedlungsschichten (Vienna, 1991), 328; Dorothea Arnold and Janine Bourriau, An Introduction to the Ancient 
Egyptian Pottery (Mainz, 1993); Dorothea Arnold, “Ägyptische Mergeltone (‘Wüstentone’) und die Herkunft einer Mergeltone des 

Fig. 4. Levantine jar P0387 from the northern trench.
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Fig. 5. Pendant F0235 from the northern trench; a (recto) and b (verso).

Fig. 6. Looms weights in Area II, Structure M, ditch L1411.
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everted direct rim and rounded base (fig. 7c). Although juglet P1110 and bottle P1092 were manufac-
tured in different fabrics, they both feature a bag-shaped body and a rounded base. 10

The rim of  the Bichrome jar (P1201) belongs to a small group of  Egyptian painted ware vessels 
made in Nile clay. 11 According to Fuscaldo, this painted ware is present in Lower Egypt but not in Up-
per Egyptian sites contemporary to Tell el-Ghaba, which indicates the development of  a local industry 
in a period in which relations between the North and South of Egypt were interrupted. 12 The design 
of  these Nile clay vessels imitates the shapes and decorations 13 used on Black-on-Red and Bichrome 
vessels from the Levant and the East Mediterranean.

Small finds include a sharpener (fig. 8), 14 two lumps of  faience slag 15 and a faience bead. 16 The 
sharpener is made of fine sandstone; it features grooves on two faces and rounded edges. It could still 
have been used despite its broken base.

Mittleren Reiches aus der gegend von Memphis,” in Dorothea Arnold, ed., Studien zur altägyptischen Keramik (Mainz am Rhein, 
1981), 167–91), but it is a very common fabric in the Eastern Delta, and it is very abundant at Tell el-Dab’a and Qantir. In this last 
site it is used in a great variety of  shapes, David Aston, “Qantir/Piramesse-Nord - Pottery Report 1988,” GM 113 (1989), 9; idem, 
Egyptian Pottery of the Late New Kingdom and the Third Intermediate Period (Twelfth-Seventh Centuries BC) (Heidelberg, 1996), 9; idem, 
Die Keramik des Grabungplatzes Q I (Mainz, 1998), 66; idem, Elephantine XIX. Pottery from the Late New Kingdom to the Early Ptolemaic 
(Mainz, 1999), 5; Silvia Lupo and María B. Cremonte, “Local Vessels and Imported Copies manufactured in Sandy Fabrics at Tell 
el-Ghaba, North Sinai,” JEA (forthcoming).

10 Other juglets in Nile clay, similar to P1110 and P1092, are present in Area I: P1111, Fuscaldo, ed., Tell el-Ghaba I, 145, fig. 
40:2, no. 5; Silvia Lupo, “The Last Days of  Tell el-Ghaba: The Ceramic Evidence. I.- The Egyptian pottery” in Fuscaldo, ed., Tell 
el-Ghaba II. A Saite Settlement in North Sinai, Egypt (Argentine Archaeological Mission 1995–2004). Studies (Buenos Aires, 2006), 55, 
fig. 6; and in Area II: P0002, Fuscaldo, ed., Tell el-Ghaba I, 285, fig. 44:1, no. 2; and P0003, Fuscaldo, ed., Tell el-Ghaba I. 285, fig. 
44:1, no. 1. They are slightly smaller than the juglets of  this foundation deposit. They are also red slipped and vertically burnished.

11 See Fuscaldo, “The Egyptian Painted Wares from Tell el-Ghaba, North Sinai (Early 26th Dynasty),” 111–17, nn. 28 and 29.
12 Fuscaldo, “The Egyptian Painted Wares,” 112.
13 Monochrome Black on red slip ware, Bichrome ware, Monochrome Black on uncoated ware.
14 Inv. No. F0870.
15 Inv. No. F0022 and F1056.
16 Inv. No. F0702, cylindrical shape; perforation: 2 mm.

Fig. 7. Pottery from southern trench; a: P1110, b: P1201, c: P1092.
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A hoard of  seventeen dough-
nut-shaped clay objects was found 
in the southern foundation trench 
of Building A (figs. 3 and 9). Each 
object measures 9 to 10 cm in di-
ameter and approximately 5 cm 
high, and contains a central, ver-
tical perforation of  1 to 2 cm in 
diameter that would have been 
made prior to firing. Each object 
weighs between 350 to 500 g, and 
425 g on average. 17 The objects are 
made of  Nile clay with inclusions 
of  straw, were poorly fired and 
are extremely fragile. Although 
these items were found in partially 
burnt ditches, given their light red-
dish color, they seem to have been 
fired before burial. They were 
neatly set out before the founda-
tion trench was filled (fig. 3).

Because these objects were widespread in the Near East during the Iron Age II period but not in 
Egypt, further analysis is necessary. In Israel, large collections of  objects identical to those recovered at 
Tell el-Ghaba were found in numerous Iron Age II sites in Israel; 18 in Jordan, a set of  these items was 
found at the Moabite fort of  Khirbat al-Mudaybi, which dates from the same period. 19 The function 
of  these objects has been a matter of  controversy among scholars, perhaps because they could have 
served more than one purpose. 20 It has been suggested that the objects were heat conductors used to 
warm food, 21 that they were used for cultic purposes, 22 that they served as fish-net weights 23 or jar 
stoppers for wine 24 or that they were used in beer fermentation. 25 Although some of these uses cannot 
be ruled out, the context in which these objects were found and their disposition strongly suggest that 

17 Only eleven were found complete and therefore could be weighted.
18 Large collections of  poorly fired or unfired doughnut-shaped clay balls were found in Iron II Age contexts at Tel Beer-Sheva, 

Avigail Sheffer, “The Use of  Perforated Clay Balls on The Warp-weighted Loom,” Tel Aviv 8 (1981), 81–83; the City of  David, 
Orit Shamir, “Loomweights and Whorls,” in Donald T. Ariel and Alon de Groot, eds., Excavations at the City of David 1978–1985, 
Directed by Yigal Shiloh, vol. 4. Various Reports ( Jerusalem, 1996), 135–65); Tel Beit Mirsim, William F. Albright, The Excavation 
of Tell Beit Mirsim, vol. 3 (New Haven, 1943); Tel Qasile, Benjamin Mazar, “The Excavations at Tell Qasile: Preliminary Report,” 
IEJ 1 (1950–51), 194–218); Lachish, Olga Tufnell, Lachish: Tell ed Duweir 3, The Iron Age (Oxford, 1953); Tel Miqne/Ekron, Orit 
Shamir, “Loomweigths and Textile Production at Tel Mikne-Ekron,” Archaeology Textiles Newsletter 133 (1991), 4–5; and Tell Batash/
Timnah, George L. Kelm and Amihai Mazar, Timnah: A Biblical City in the Sorek Valley (Winona Lake, 1995), among other sites.

19 John M. Wade and Gerald L. Mattingly, “Ancient Weavers at Iron Age Mudaybi,” Near Eastern Archaeology 66, 1/2(2003), 
73–75.

20 Elizabeth J. W. Barber, Prehistoric Textiles. The Development of Cloth in the Neolithic and Bronze Ages with Special Reference to the 
Aegean (Princeton, 1991), 92; Barry J. Kemp and Gillian Vogelsang-Eastwood, The Ancient Textile Industry at Amarna (London, 
2001), 393.

21 Mazar, “The Excavations at Tell Qasile,” 197.
22 Paul W. Lapp, “The 1963 Excavations at Tel Ta’annek,” BASOR 173 (1964), 26–28.
23 Benjamin Mazar, Moshe Dothan and Imanuel Dunayevsky, “Ein Gev: Excavations in 1961,” IEJ 14 (1964), 25.
24 Zvi Gal, “Loom Weights or Jar Stoppers?” IEJ 39:3/4 (1989), 283.
25 Michael M. Homan, “Beer and its Drinkers: An Ancient Near Eastern Love Story,” Near Eastern Archaeology 67/2 (2004), 90.

Fig. 8. Sharpener F0870 from southern trench. Dimensions: 6.5 × 3.2 × 
5.0 cm.
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they were manufactured primarily to be used as weights to stretch the warp threads on warp-weighted 
vertical looms. 26

In the Beth Shean Valley and the Shephaleh, which are known to have been centers of  textile 
production, 27 the increase in loom weight finds during the eighth and seventh centuries b.C. is partic-
ularly remarkable. 28 Most of  the findings are of  the doughnut-shaped type found at Tell el-Ghaba and 
its spherical variant. Both shapes seem to have functioned in the same way: according to Browning, 
“whether an individual loom weight was produced as spherical or doughnut-shaped was probably to 
the whim or habit of  the person who made it.” 29 The warp threads were gathered in bunches and were 
passed vertically through the perforation and secured below using a knot or device jammed into the 
hole. The exceptional size and heaviness of  these loom weights compared to those from other periods 
indicates that linen and wool were woven together in a tapestry weave. Linen was used as the nearly 
invisible warp, whereas the pattern-producing threads of  the weft were of  dyed wool. 30

Occasionally, other types of  loom weights made of  stone or baked or unbaked clay were found in 
the contexts mentioned above. 31 These weights are usually lighter and were made in ovoid, truncated 
or biconical shapes. Most of  these weights are perforated horizontally near the top; the threads were 
looped through the perforations such that the weights hung as pendants. 32 These weights seem to 
reflect the use of  different manufacturing techniques; 33 they may have been used for lighter or more 
delicate threads incorporated into the edges of  clothes to be woven. 34

26 Albright, The Excavation of Tell Beit Mirsim, 56; Sheffer, “The Use of  Perforated Clay Balls on The Warp-weighted Loom,” 
81–83; Daniel C. Browning, The Textile Industry of Iron Age Timnah and its Regional and Socioeconomic Contexts: Literary and Artifac-
tual Analysis (Ph.D. Dissertation. Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1988), 126–40; Shamir, “Loomweigths and Textile 
Production,” 4; idem, “Loomweights and Whorls,” 135.

27 Browning, The Textile Industry of Iron Age Timnah, 156; Shamir, “Loomweights and Whorls,” 142.
28 Browning, The Textile Industry of Iron Age Timnah, 157.
29 “Various Small Finds: Loomweights,” in Amihail Mazar and Nava Panitz-Cohen, eds., Timnah (Tel Batash) Final Reports II 

( Jerusalem, 2001), 250.
30 Browning, “Various Small Finds: Loomweights,” 252–53.
31 Shamir, “Loomweights and Whorls,” 135; Browning, “Various Small Finds: Loomweights,” 252.
32 Shamir, “Loomweights and Whorls,” 146–48; Browning, “Various Small Finds: Loomweights,” 251.
33 Shamir, “Loomweights and Whorls,” 136.
34 Browning, The Textile Industry of Iron Age Timnah, 139.

Fig. 9. Loom weights from the southern trench.
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In Egypt, only a small number of  loom weights were recovered from dynastic sites, though perhaps 
they were underreported in archaeological publications. 35 They date from the Second Intermediate Pe-
riod and the New Kingdom. Mace 36 declares to have found them by “the dozens” at the New Kingdom 
site of  el-Lisht where they were found to be made of mud, stone and pottery. Mace’s article includes 
a photograph of four weights of  different shapes, all of  them of the light pendant type and one with 
a thread attached to the hole. His description was completed by Hayes, whose article mentions fifteen 
loom weights of  limestone, clay and pottery as having been found in a collection of  weaving acces-
sories at a late New Kingdom house at the site. These weights showed “a surprising variety of  forms,” 
including disk-shaped, ovoid, rectangular and pear or drop shapes, and there were also a few potsherds 
pierced with holes of  suspension. Several weights were found with their suspension cords. 37

At Amarna, two possible loom weights (rounded stones, each naturally pierced with a hole) were 
found at the Workmen’s Village. One of  the weights is 13.6 cm long and 6.7 cm wide with a narrow 
strip of  linen threaded through its hole and secured with a knot; the other weight is 10 cm long and 
8.5 cm wide and was found with a piece of  string. 38 A set of  seventeen light weights made from poorly 
baked Nile-silt pottery, which were also from Amarna, are now in the Berlin Museum. Each weight is 
a roughly rectangular bar with rounded sides that is pierced near one end; the weights range between 
8.7 and 6.3 cm in length. 39

At Tell el-Maskhuta, Holladay 40 found pear-shaped, lightly baked clay loom weights, each of  which 
had a hole near the top. The weights date from a Middle Bronze Age/Hyksos period context.

At Tell el-Heboua, eleven weights described as “weavers’ weights” (poids de tisserands) dating from the 
Second Intermediate Period and the New Kingdom were found in the living quarters. Most of  them 
are made of limestone, though a few are made of pottery. They are all of  the pendant type and range 
between 7 and 14 cm in length. According to the excavator, similar objects dating from the Middle 
Bronze Age were found in Palestine at Tell el-Fara’h. 41

The latest representations of  the weaving technique used in dynastic Egypt date back to New King-
dom tombs. 42 At that time, the horizontal loom was superseded by the upright two-beamed loom, 
which was mechanically superior and able to produce wider lengths of  cloth than had previously been 
possible. It has been argued that this innovation was introduced by the Hyksos during the Second In-
termediate Period, though others suggest that this innovation was imported from the East during the 
wars of  conquest in the Eighteenth Dynasty. 43

Whether the upright two-beamed loom was the only type in use until the end of the Late Period is 
still a matter of  discussion. According to Mace, the loom weights found at el-Lisht were probably used 
with a weighted loom, not one of  the “Greek” 44 type, but “one more easily adapted to the ordinary 

35 A. C. Mace, “Loom weights in Egypt,” Ancient Egypt 22 (1922), 75; Rachel Sparks, “Canaan in Egypt: Archaeological Evidence 
for a Social Phenomenon,” in J. Bourriau and J. Phillips, eds., Invention and Innovation. The Social Context of Technological Change 
2: Egypt, the Aegean and the Near East, 1650–1150 b.c. (Oxford, 2004), 43.

36 Mace, “Loom Weights in Egypt,” 75, fig. 1.
37 Williams C. Hayes, Scepter II, 411.
38 Barry J. Kemp and Gillian Vogelsang-Eastwood, The Ancient Textile Industry at Amarna (London, 2001), 393.
39 Kemp and Vogelsang-Eastwood, The Ancient Textile Industry, 394, and fig. 9.65.
40 John S. Holladay Jr., “The Eastern Nile Delta during the Hyksos and Pre-Hyksos Periods: Toward a Systematic/Socioeco-

nomic Understanding,” in Eliezer Oren, ed., The Hyksos: New Historical and Archaeological Perspectives (Pennsylvania, 1997), pl. 
7.22 C.

41 Mohammed Abd el-Makhsoud, Tell Heboua (1981–1991). Enquête archéologique sur la Deuxième Période Intermédiaire et le Nouvel 
Empire à l’extremité orientale du Delta (Paris, 1998), 255, and figs. 42–43.

42 These weaving scenes with vertical looms were depicted in the tombs of  Thot-nefer (TT 104), Nefer-hotep (TT 49), and 
Nefer-ronpet (TT 133), the Superintendent of  Weavers at Thebes, Henry L. Roth, Ancient Egyptian and Greek Looms (Halifax, 
1913), 14–18.

43 Giovanni Tata, The Development of the Egyptian Textile Industry (Ph.D. dissertation, University of  Utah, 1986), 186–87.
44 The Greek loom is the vertical warp-weighted loom.
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Egyptian two-beam looms.” 45 Kemp and Vogelsang-Eastwood, on the other hand, argue that the New 
Kingdom weights that were found at Amarna are far too light to have provided tension on a set of 
warp yarns. According to these researchers, the weights most probably would have played a role in 
providing fine adjustments in tension on traditional two-beam vertical looms. 46

Although the evidence is not conclusive, large, heavy loom weights as those found at Tell el-Ghaba 
do not seem to have been used in Egypt prior to the Greco-Roman period, when the warp-weighted 
vertical loom was brought into the country by the Macedonian conquerors. 47 If  this was the case, the 
Nile clay loom weights found at the site were probably used in a foreign weaving technique introduced 
in the Eastern Delta by Palestinian craftsmen during the Iron II Age period.

Northern foundation trench contents
A Levantine Bichrome, ring-based, globular jar (fig. 4) was found in this deposit. 48 Three dark red 

and black horizontal bands 49 are painted around the neck, body and base, and two opposite swasti-
kas are depicted on the upper shoulder. Vertical red crisscrossing and zigzag lines framed by vertical, 
reticulated black lines are painted opposite the handle. The latter is a common feature in Cypriote 
decorated ware. 50

Judging by its fabric, 51 this globular jar is Levantine; however, it imitates Cypriote ware in terms of 
its decoration 52 and morphology. 53 Similar designs appeared at Megiddo 54 beginning at the start of 
the Middle Bronze period 55 and reached their peak of development in that period. 56

Inside this vessel, a carved black stone pendant with a hieroglyphic inscription was found (fig. 5).  57 
Its dimensions are: w: 11.5 × l: 14 × th: 4.5 mm.

Two previous studies attributed a cryptographic meaning to the hieroglyphs written on the pen-
dant. 58 Fantechi translated them as “the eye of  Ra” (recto) and “the hand of Ra, my Lord” (verso), 59 
whereas Pereyra translated them as “Amun-Re” (recto) and “Amun, Lord of Eternity” (verso). 60

45 Mace, “Loom weights in Egypt,” 76.
46 Kemp and Vogelsang-Eastwood, The Ancient Textile Industry, 393.
47 Diane L. Carroll, Looms and Textiles of the Copts (San Francisco, 1988), 24. The collection of the Kelsey Museum (Michigan) 

holds a clay doughnut-shaped loom weight with a string attached to it recovered from the Roman Egyptian site of  Karanis at 
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a.C.), BAR International Series 2491 (Oxford, 2013), fig. 35:6.
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Egyptian cryptographic writing varies “from the displacement of  the normal order of  writing the 
letters of  a word, to the more complex replacement of  the normal values of  a hieroglyph by other val-
ues, those having been acquired by acrophony, group or class equivalent or affinity, or rebus or pun.” 61 
According to Silverman, 62 “it is in the minor arts especially that the multi-level meanings of  the hiero-
glyphs are most readily apparent,” for which reason the shape of the object is also meaningful.

Drioton distinguished religious cryptography from private cryptographic writings. 63 Although the 
two kinds of  writings exhibit some common features, religious cryptographic writing also exhibits cer-
tain special characteristics. 64

Drioton pointed out that the enigmatic writing assigned a normal value of  the signs at the beginning 
and ending of  the phrases but used a cryptographic message in the middle. The normal signs have 
helped make it possible to determine the general meaning of the writing. 65

Therefore, we have analyzed the hieroglyphic writing on the pendant and determined that it pre-
serves the trigram of Amun by inverting the normal order of  the signs and replacing their traditional 
values with new ones as follows:

•	 The winged sun disc = Ra. 66

•	 The sun disc (sign N5) 67 acquires the value of i by acrophony from im, “pupil of  the eye,” 68 
which derives from irt, “the eye.” 69

•	 The sign Z1 70 = i 71 based on group equivalence with the hieroglyphic that represents a reed leaf 
(M17) 72 with the normal reading of i. 73 The combination of all of  these signs indicates that Imn 
Ra = “Amun-Re.”

If  we read the shape on plaquette O10 74 as a Hwt, it is possible to read the overall phrase as Hwt   Imn, 
“the House of  Amun.”

On the verso, the name Amun is again written with the sun disc (sign N5) as i, by acrophony from 
im, the reed leaf  (M17) as i and the stick (Z1) as i. The only difference is the presence of sign D46, 75 
read as D by acrophony from Drt,“hand,” but in this instance with the addition of sign X1 as a feminine 
desinence t  76 we can recognize Dt, “eternity.” Thus, the entire phrase is Imn nb Dt “Amun (is) the Lord 
of Eternity” (literally, “It is Amun the Lord of Eternity”). 77

61 Alan R. Schulman, “The Ossimo Scarab Reconsidered,” JARCE 12 (1975), 16; Etienne Drioton, “Les principes de la cryp-
tographie égyptienne,” CRAIBL 97, no. 3 (1953), 355–64.
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There is no doubt that the pendant was meant to protect the wearer from evil. To be under the pro-
tection of Amun or other Egyptian deities or kings assured health, prosperity and goodness. From the 
New Kingdom onwards, many of the great divinities of  Egypt were seen as apotropaic entities in a cult 
of  “personal piety.” 78 It is certain that this token, hidden inside a vessel found on one of the foundation 
trenches of  Building A, was intended to protect the new structure and its dwellers. A bead of Cypraea 
albina was also found in the north foundation trench; 79 it was probably used as a fertility amulet.

Other Private Foundation Deposits in Late Period Lower Egypt

After reviewing the literature on Egyptian foundation deposits up to 1943, Weinstein 80 concluded 
that “What deposits used in connection with private secular buildings, such as houses, may have 
contained we do not know. It is conceivable that foundation deposits were never used for private 
structures.”

However, more recently, a “domestic foundation deposit or a wall safe” containing model pots and a 
bronze ring were identified at Tell Muqdam in the central Delta. The wall safe dates from the early fifth 
century b.C. Several figurines from the same area and period have also been found “within the walls, 
always between the last foundation course . . . and the first course of  the superstructure.” 81 Although 
there are few similarities between the cases of  Muqdam and Ghaba, they demonstrate the use of  foun-
dation deposits in the Delta during the Late Period.

Discussion

The existence of  a roof and hearths suggests that Building A served domestic functions. At the same 
time, there is a striking contrast between the flimsy nature of  this structure (which was perhaps quite 
similar to the non-burnt huts included in L0375) and the two sets of  votive offerings. Although our 
sample is overly limited, it seems that the case of  this structure is rather exceptional.

Both Building A and Structure M were eventually covered by mud brick constructions. Building 
A was overlain with Building B, a domestic construction where officials or members of  the elite may 
have lodged as indicated by the golden bead and high proportion of foreign, fine-ware pottery recov-
ered from its floors. As for Structure M, it was overlain by Building L, which may have been a public 
building, given that clean foundation sand was spread before erecting the brickwork. Although no 
discontinuities have been noted in the ceramic sequence, a drastic change seems to have taken place 
at Tell el-Ghaba when the light huts were burned (perhaps deliberately) and replaced by more solid 
architecture.

Conclusions

Most Egyptian foundation deposits known to us were placed in public buildings, such as temples, 
palaces, forts and royal and elite tombs. 82 Examples of  votive offerings in houses seem to have been far 

 opposer à toute affirmation intrinsèque, que nous renonçons cependant, pour ne pas surcharger la translittération et la traduc-
tion des exemples, à marquer par un point d’exclamation.”
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less common. Building A was a simple domestic hut at Tell el-Ghaba in what was the eastern Nile Delta. 
The artifacts removed from daily use and carefully placed in and on the foundation trenches seem to 
reflect the performance of a ritual behavior: the creation of foundation deposits.

The ceramic repertoire that partially composed these deposits includes rather uncommon items: a 
Levantine imitation of Cypriot prototypes and small vessels that may have been manufactured ad hoc. 
Egyptian imitations of  imported vessels, whether in terms of shape or in terms of decoration, and the 
Levantine globular jar, in combination with the loom weights, point to the presence of foreign people 
or at least of  a foreign influence. Nevertheless, the inscription on the pendant placed inside this jar 
refers to an Egyptian god.

Another possible foundation deposit was laid in Structure M, which remains only partially excavated. 
Both Building A and Structure M were found burned and overlain by mud brick structures, which 
suggests a change in the organization of  the settlement. The evidence from Tell el-Ghaba and Tell 
Muqdam indicates that foundation deposits existed in private contexts during the Late Period in the 
Delta.
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